Redmine - Feature #11565
change assignee on commit message
2012-08-01 18:38 - Terence Mill

Status:
Priority:
Assignee:
Category:
Target version:

New

Start date:

Normal

Due date:

SCM

Estimated time:

% Done:

0%

0.00 hour

Resolution:
Description
At the moment you can change statis of issue by keywords. Changeing status in most cases need to assign a new person also. At the
moment the developer has to enter web gui too and assign to a tester for example.

Would be great to have an extended sytnax to control the issue via the commit message.
E.g.
closes #123>username@12.5

Close issue 1223 and assign it to user with name username and logs 12,5 hours spent time.
Related issues:
Duplicated by Redmine - Feature # 3783: Change owner of issue in commit

Closed

2009-08-26

History
#1 - 2013-02-22 01:50 - benjamin melançon
+1 for some way to assign a person to a ticket from the commit message.

#2 - 2013-05-11 11:59 - Matthias B.
Terence Mill wrote:
Changeing status in most cases need to assign a new person also. At the moment the developer has to enter web gui too and assign to a tester
for example.

+1 I see two options: directly in the commitmessage or more compfortable in the Settingsmenu where you set the keyword -> change status to. there
an addional field "change person to"

#3 - 2013-05-11 17:39 - Terence Mill
Comibed with the feature "assign issue to roles" would send notification to all e.g. "tester" out as soon as featire is developed. One of this "Tester has
to claim the issue by assigned it to himself.

#4 - 2014-03-12 12:11 - Christian Dornbusch
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+1

#5 - 2014-05-12 11:57 - Axel B.
+1

#6 - 2014-09-19 09:53 - Lukas Pirl
+1

#7 - 2015-02-24 12:21 - Lukas Pirl
I created this tiny plugin for Redmine 2.6+ and would appreciate (beta) testing, comments, issues and pull requests!
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